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system in World Heritage Site Puez-Odle 

mountain group(s) Odle di Funes 

UNESCO values landscape: this area in the World Heritage Site is unique because it tells of the 

evolution of the period in which atolls and tropical reefs were the dominant 

features. Here the ancient islands are presented with their original shapes and 

positions, intact and perfectly recognisable. Even the geometric relationships 

between the islands (carbonate structures) and the deep-sea deposits 

surrounding them (basin) are intact.  This complexity has created the great variety 

of landscapes we can see today: the rolling pastures correspond to the 

sedimentation of the deep sea, while the Odle peaks coincide with the islands 

created by marine bio-constructor organisms (Sciliar Dolomite) of Puez-

Gardenaccia or Sas de Putia (Cassian Dolomite).  

geology: there are outcrops of rock in this area which tell of the arrival of the first 

Dolomite Sea, starting from the Permian desert plains. This exceptional area also 

features rocks that were witness to the mass extinction that occurred between 

the Permian and Triassic period, while the Anisian rocks show clear signs of the 

recovery made by the bio-constructor organisms after the disastrous extinction. 

The rocks of the deep sea of the Anisian and Ladinian periods in Seceda are of 

major scientific interest, as the abundance of fossils have enabled geologists to 

make extremely precise timescale measurements. This complexity creates 

dramatic variations in the landscape, from the even slopes of Mount Rasciesa, 

formed from the volcanic porphyry rock of the Permian Atesino chain, to the 

contrasting jagged rocks of the carbonate platform consisting of islands built 

from organisms of Odle (Sciliar Dolomite), Puez-Gardenaccia or Sas de Putia 
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(Cassian Dolomite). 

[source: www.dolomitiunesco.info] 

level of difficulty medium (irregular terrain with stretches with sharper inclines); suitable for off-

road wheelchairs 

altitude 1.700 m a.s.l. 

starting point car park at Malga Zannes / Zanser Alm, 39040 Funes / Villnöss (BZ);  

altitude: 1.683 m a.s.l. - GPS coordinates: 46.635937, 11.765706 

arrival point car park at Malga Zannes / Zanser Alm, 39040 Funes / Villnöss (BZ);  

altitude: 1.683 m a.s.l. - GPS coordinates: 46.635937, 11.765706 (circular route) 

distance 3,02 km 

overall difference in height uphill 73 m; downhill 78 m 

incline average of 6 % with some 10 % stretches. 

The route starts with a gentle incline on tarmac until the beginning of the nature 

trail. The path has continuous inclines (6 %) which can reach 10% in some 

stretches, both up and downhill. 

minimum width forest road (width = 1.50 - 2.00 m) 

terrain dirt road and packed gravel with wear-resistant treatment 

obstacles none: compact mixed gravel terrain with frequent narrow covered drainage 

channels accessed by metal grating 

exposed stretches none 

access the starting point can be reached using public transport: buses (info: 

http://www.sii.bz.it), and private means: from the village of Santa Maddalena to 

the car park at Malga Zannes, paying car park. 

car park there is a large paying car park at the end of the tarmacked road in Zannes which 

has 5 disabled spaces 

facilities accessible refreshments and info point in Zannes 

level of fitness required challenging route with stretches with sharper inclines; a good level of fitness is 

required. Route suitable for off-road wheelchairs 

recommended period beginning of June to end of September  

network coverage coverage provided by main mobile phone operators 

GPS mapping tracks .gpx and .kmz available on http://visitdolomites.com/en/node/2679 

Google street view available on http://visitdolomites.com/en/node/2679 

guides Puez-Odle Natural Park guides [info: http://parchi-naturali.provincia.bz.it/puez-

odle/escursioni-naturalistiche-guidate.asp]; 

Transport provided by horse-drawn carriages (in summer and winter)  

signs along the route 14 rest spots with seats and information panels about the natural features of the 

Park with Braille writing for blind visitors (http://parchi-

naturali.provincia.bz.it/puez-odle/sentieri-natura.asp) 

UNESCO info points the information boards in the park contain information about the World Heritage 

Site 

information provided and 

itinerary checked by 
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